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I. INTRODUCTION
Radar has many advantages, such as full time, all-weather and long effective distance, to detect unknown target information, which has been widely used in various fields and plays an important role.
In the late 1950 s, there comes a new radar technology, called radar target recognition (RTR), becomes key technology for modern radar. It identifies radar target by using backward electromagnetic scattering, so it is particularly important that how to measure and calculate the scattering field of the target [1] [2] [3] . For a long time, RCS simulation estimation is in the areas of electromagnetic theory study [4, 5] . Especially, the accuracy is particularly important in the simulation calculation complex large target object. Nowadays, the requirements on accurate estimate and cost reduction for RCS simulation are constantly improved, many countries' scholars are committed to develop the relevant application software, as many RCS simulation software for analysis and calculations appear, to use software simulation becomes widely preferred method for target RCS [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . But most of the software limits to the static target calculation but not suitable for dynamic test. When target flies along trajectory under the different radar arrangement, the results of RCS are not consistent with simulation software for static calculation [11] [12] [13] [14] . Thus, the paper analyzes the correlation between RCS, position and trajectory, and gets a method of the dynamic target RCS method, which is important to the simulation estimate and real time monitoring in tracking dynamic target.
In the paper, we make a thorough research for RCS simulation, not only under static environment, but also under dynamic environment to obtain dynamic RCS estimate. It analysis target trajectory and makes a large number of calculation, that provides reliable data support in tracking ranging indicators.
By simulating the dynamic target RCS, it shows the new method reflects target's motion state really and effectively, and it can provide an effective solution for uncertainty of RCS experiment.
II. THE PRINCIPLE OF RCS

A. The definition of RCS
The definition of RCS has two viewpoints, one is based on electromagnetic scattering theory, other is based on the view of radar measurement. Both basic concepts are unified, that is 4 πtimes ratio Xiang Hua, Wuwei Yuan and Bin Lei, FAST RCS MODELING FOR DYNAMIC TARGET TRACKING between target receive direction scattering power and emission direction plane wave power density in per unit solid angle [15] .
Figure 1 RCS detect principle draft
The explanation based on the electromagnetic scattering theory is: electromagnetic energy of radar target scattering can be expressed as the product of target equivalent area and incident power density, which is based on the assumption that target scattering is isotropic shining in plane electromagnetic wave. For such plane wave, the incident energy density is:
  is free space wave impedance.
Refer to effective diameter and effective area of antenna concept, the total power irradiated is the product of incident power density and the target equivalent area  .
If the irradiation power is uniform size and scatters around in each direction space at the same time, then the power density range from the target R is: 
In formula (7), the right side of the equality signs respectively are transmitted, spread, target, spread and receive. 
Formula (5) is suitable to the theoretical calculation by given parameter, while formula (9) is suitable to measure the target RCS by relative calibration method.
If it calibrates to same position of measured object with precisely RCS value, when the factors ( t P , t G , r A ) are invariant, the received power is r P and r0 P respectively, then:
In formula (10a), the subscript 0 indicates the value of the calibration, so the target RCS has nothing with t r and r r .
RCS is not an area to characterize a physical quantity, but a dimension. The value of RCS doesn't show the geometry area size of the target. The unit of RCS is 
III. RCS ALGORTITHM
In radar applications, it's often need to calculate target RCS with different types, ranging from the simple target to complex geometric target. The target material itself may be metallic, magnetic or other material, and some target are not made in same material, perhaps some components is same material, while others are other materials. So irregular shape and diversity of material can be a combined to variety of permutations and combinations, for which providing rich foundation to study target RCS.
While, it greatly increases the solving complexity and work load.
A. Physical optics
Physical optics is a high frequency method, which uses to replace the electromagnetic flow of scattered field to replace [16] . We assume that curvature radius is much larger than radiation wave length. Only
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in the irradiation area of the plane wave, the target object has surface current, and the electromagnetic flow on the object covered has same quality.
For pure conductor target, when irradiated physical optics current is:
For most common target, the need flow of electromagnetic can be derived according to the above Schelkunoff equivalence principle.
How to choose the target electromagnetic flow distribution and characteristics are based on the following three ways:
In formula (12) 
,ŝ are the unit vectors of the incident direction and the observe direction, S represents the illumination of the target surface.
To calculate the electrically large targets RCS with high frequency, generally it uses physical optics method, because it has no district requirement to special process for shadow boundary. During the physical optics solution, the surface integral can be solved by Gardon method. While, the physical optics method has some limitations, it can't consider the existence of the target without continuous. It can't effectively predict to calculate the single station scattering depolarization effect in the simple geometry. But for single station multiple scattering, the depolarization effect can be calculated.
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B. Method of Moments
Basic principle of method of moments is to split a discrete geometry goals with the appropriate basis function defined, build integral equation, obtain a matrix equation based on weight function correction, by parsing matrix equation, the current distribution on geometrical target can be obtained, thereby the characteristic information of near-field and far-field can be calculated [17] .
The MFIE of the unknown current (r) s J is written in the form of operator:
In formula (15), () s LJ is an integro differential linear operator, as:
In order to simplify the discussion, the following discusses to solve scalar operator equation:
In formula (17) , f=f(x) is unknown function to determining, g (x) s is a known function, L is a linear operator.
F is unfolded as follows:
In formula (18) , n a is the unknown coefficient, n f is known function of x, become an expansion function. Then formula (18) is put into formula (17), there is:
Defined the inner product , 
The formula (21) in algebraic equations is presented in matrix form: 
h is non singular, the [] n a can be determined by formula (22) using the standard matrix inversion algorithm:
Finally, it can determine the unknown function f by formula (18) .
The above formula is assumed that the basis function and weight function are different. If the two functions are the same, the corresponding solution is called Galerkin solution.
Ⅳ.MODELING OF STSTIC TARGET RCS
A. Design scheme
The simulation results of the target RCS are mainly divided into the following steps: build target geometry model, set parameter of the model material and so on, set the parameter of radar arrangement, and get simulation result [18] . 
B. Fast modeling method
Target modeling includes not only grid division and definition of geometry, but also detailed description of electromagnetic parameters and solution configuration. In modeling procedure, the geometry structure is decided by the physical parameters, that parameters can be modified according to the demand, thus the geometric model itself is composed of multiple variables. So by changing the variable parameters of the model, it can be controlled geometry . The whole design procedure is as figure3. Figure 3 Modeling system framework
C. PO-MOM hybrid algorithm
PO-MOM hybrid method is selected of the physical optics method and method of moments. When calculating RCS with a hybrid approach, the main work is objectives and solving geometry-related, there is no uniform approximation results applicable to sorts of target [19] . The PO and MOM hybrid algorithm is shown as figure 4 . 
D. Analysis of simulation results
We build the target geometry model, set the parameters of the medium and resolve parameters, choose compute method, and use FEKO software to simulate experiment. According to the experimental requirements, when simulating single station, we establish incident irradiation directly behind target, the direction of 90 °is target tail, and convert to the launch coordinates system 0°, far-field is covered in Φ range from 0° to 360°, as shown in the figure 5. In figure 6 , the abscissa is angle, the ordinate is RCS. The 90° is directly behind the target, which just the angle of incidence of the incident wave. In figure 7 , it shows that the target is left right symmetrical, so the RCS is symmetrical, the range from 90° to 270° is just half the of the target RCS data. In
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V. DYNAMIC TARGET RCS MODELING
In order to simulate the RCS fluctuation characteristics along ballistic external trajectory, we should research motion rule of target trajectory and the direct relationship between the target attitude and the detection radar at instantaneous time. RCS is related to the azimuth angle of the target, the angle is also the space angle between the radar and the target. During the target flight, the space angle between radar and target changes in a certain range. We simulate target RCS at each angle within the scope, and get variation trend in the process of external trajectory.
A. Space angle relationship between radar and target
Target trajectory is generally similar to a parabola, and target flight attitude is tangent on each point in parabola. To simulate the dynamic RCS, we need to know the relative position changing between radar detection direction with target trajectory and attitude [20, 21] . Radar is general in passive section to track target. We simulate a period of target trajectory in the earth coordinates as figure 9. Figure 9 Target trajectory 3D display
In figure 9 , we simulate target trajectory in launch and flight procedure. Assume the radar arrangement is as figure 10 , the position of radar is right behind the launching point of 100m, the radar detects the target.
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Figure 10 Space angle relationship between radar and target attitude During the flight procedure, the target will be affected by radial velocity, so there will be Doppler shift in a certain degree. But this influence is very small comparing to radar signal carrier frequency, so it can be ignored.
In figure 10 , the blue line is the target flight path, and the target attitude in the flight process is the tangent direction on each point in the trajectory. We select a point, and the tangent of the point means the attitude direction in the moment, the circle represents the radar transmitter position, the tangent and radar admitted angle form an intersection angle, which is an acute angle.
The calculation formula of intersection angle is:
By formula (27), we can use the target trajectory to calculate the change value of intersection angle.
Then, the changing angle can be calculated out in turn, and the RCS in this angle can be gained. After all the calculated value of RCS statistics is counted, we can get the dynamic RCS values in the flight track procedure.
B. Estimated dynamic target RCS
When target flight, it makes relative motion to radar, that radar arrangement is fixed and the target flight along trajectory. The intersection angle changes between radar emission direction and the target trajectory tangent. In order to facilitate simulation compute, we assume that the target is motionless firstly. For the target itself is symmetrical body, it can be seen as angle changing of the radar transmitter. These two changes are consistent of two angles.
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In figure 11 , radar is arranged behind launch point of 100m away. Referencing launch coordinate system, the target is calculated approximation is 10 ° between radar emission direction and target. From the static RCS method above, we can calculate the RCS at this moment. When the angle of the radar emitter continues to change, the angle of the excitation source of incident wave is changed, as follows: Figure 12 Radar incidence angle variation
By continue calculating in turn, the target RCS value of each angle is worked out. As in figure 13 , the data incentives of incidence Angle 100° compares to radar incidence angle 10° in launch coordinate system. Then we can get radar target RCS with emission angle changing.
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Figure 13 RCS data statistics
For a period of target trajectory, we can divide dynamic RCS into the following steps:
(1) Solve the intersection angle between target attitude and radar emission direction at each moment.
(2) Set target attitude stable, change the direction of radar emission angle, for each intersection make RCS simulation according to the static method. In figure 14 , the intersection angle changes from 38° to 0°to 66°, according to target trajectory the intersection angle between the flight attitude and radar emission direction can be simulated. The RCS change trend is shown in figure 15 .
Figure 15 RCS change trend under dynamic trajectory
In order to get dynamic RCS corresponding to flight path at any arrangement, we make simulation not only limited one arrangement environment. The simulation is carried in 360 degree rotation, which can provide a large amount of available data for the subsequent work.
On the basis of the static RCS simulation method, the model parameter is kept unchanged, the incident wave frequency is 800MHZ, the algorithm is PO-MOM hybrid method. We change the direction of the incident wave from 0°to 360° as figure 16 , which around a circle, the accuracy interval is 0.1°.
Since we compute per 0.1°to obtain the value of RCS at the angle, there are 3600 points of the RCS values in all.
Dynamic RCS simulation is required the corresponding with incidence angle and receiving angle and the current. We simulate RCS data of the incidence wave around the target for a whole circle, as the dynamic RCS of target revolving around radar. In figure 16 , abscissa is intersection angle between radar and target, which the angle represents the target trajectory. The ordinate is receiving RCS at present radar beam in the angle, that ensure the receiving and emission synchronization in the dynamic environment.
VI. SOFTWARE IMPLEMENTATION
A. Software interface implementation
We design a RCS estimate software by the complete RCS value of dynamic target from 0° to 360°. 
A. Software function implementation
We take the model above for example, the missile model is mid-short distance, the caliber is 180mm, the empennage number is from 0 to 4. We set parameters as figure 18 , click the confirm button, then the software shows varying tendency of dynamic target of 360 degree, and in each angle the RCS value is listed in detail. 
